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Butterfly
By Sandra Keja Planken

Born from the designer’s fascination 
for cues from the human body, a hang 
for new intimacy and the earth Sandra 
encourages people to add depth, vibran-
cy, happiness and boldness to interior 
spaces with her rugs.

The happy & colorful wall rug collecti-
on consists of three unique rugs made 
from bright eucalyptus wools, which 
have been applied in cuddly layers and 
with different textures to evoke varied 
landscapes. This is achieved using the tra-
ditional technique of hand-tufting. Keja 
Planken chose to use European eucalyp-
tus wool for as the fiber is naturally-oc-
curring and can be sustainably produced. 
The designs are made out of Sandra her 
drawings and paintings.

The latest edition the Butterfly rug and 
its unique gradient is made to seduce 
you and inspire yourself in your home. 
The structures are combined into 
hypnotic butterflies. The decorative motif 
reveals a romantic composition of wings, 
flowers and strokes and when looked 
at closely all sort of details become 
visible. The shape of the carpet is an 
amorf evolution. The playful shapes with 
beautiful prints are an asset to any space 
or home and add atmosphere to any 
environment.
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The Lips
By Sandra Keja Planken

Noun Amsterdam’s colourful wall rugs 
called The Lips are designed by Sandra 
Keja Planken to add “depth, vibrancy and 
boldness” to interior spaces.

The Lips design takes inspiration from 
female and male forms, with its intent to 
make you feel like you are being hugged 
and kissed by the wonderful landscape 
by walking through the wool.

The rugs are made from bright euca-
lyptus wools, which have been applied 
in layers and with different textures to 
evoke varied landscapes.

Planken chose to use European euca-
lyptus wool for The Lips as the fibre is 
naturally-occurring and can be sustaina-
bly produced.

According to Noun Amsterdam, The 
Lips’ design also takes cues from the 
human body, and can be custom-made 
in any size and shape.

“The Lips takes inspiration from female 
and male forms,” explained the Dutch 
studio. “They make you feel like you are 
being hugged and kissed by the won-
derful landscape by walking through the 
wool.”   
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The Yellow Untitled 
By Sandra Keja Planken

The Yellow Untitled aims to brighten 
interiors like the morning sun The 
Yellow Untitled intends to evoke a sun 
decorated with textured pieces of the 
earth. Planken’s ambition for The Yellow 
Untitled was to offer a series of unique 
and textural rugs that could bring “rays 
of sunlight” into home interiors.

“The Yellow Untitled is a kiss from the 
sun,” explained the Dutch design studio.

The carpet is made from bright eucalyp-
tus wools, and intended to evoke a sun 
decorated with textured “pieces of the 
earth”.

The Yellow Untitled design evolved from 
a painting by Planken, founder of Noun 
Amsterdam, and has been created using 
the traditional textile craft of hand-tuf-
ting.

European eucalyptus wool was cho-
sen for the rug collection as the fibre 
is “huggable”, naturally-occurring and 
sustainably produced.
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All eyes on the world

The Eyes on the world represents a 
strong need for companionship these 
days. Children & adult the all have the 
need to experience some extra 
inspiration, love and touch. Sandra would 
like to invite you to cuddle  this small 
spirit tapestry.

The rugs are made from bright 
eucalyptus wools , which have been 
applied in layers and with different 
textures to evoke varied landscapes.

Today the desire to connect with nature 
is stronger than ever as we inhabit and 
notice our space like never before. The 
aim of these rugs is to comfort you and 
show happy art in these crazy times to 
make you smile. 

Tapestry/ rug all eyes on the world- part 
of the series all eyes on the world
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Nature Flow 

The Nature flow shows Sandra’s garden 
colors, while living in Amsterdam in lock 
down she re-created and evolved some 
of her earlier work with the experience 
of 2020.

With her strong Graphic lines embed-
ded in a soft touch this tapestry is an 
eye catcher for any home.

With diversity and depth these unique 
bespoke & limited-edition sustainable 
wall hangings were born from Sandra’s 
mind from a need to create a new form 
of intimacy. They are her tactile, tou-
chable, happy, green and natural small 
worlds. She aims to add instant soul with 
these woolen sculptures. The soothing 
bold silhouettes of these softly curved 
wall hangings, have a crisp note with fluid 
funny shapes. They are created to make 
you experience a dynamic vibe. To acti-
vate motion with a deliberate aesthetic 
that helps inject colorful schemes in any 
home. They function as a visual reminder 
of a healthy conscious connection to the 
outer world. 
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Dear
Artwork made by American artist Iris 
Scott translated into a hand-tufted rug, 
exclusively available at The Wool Studio.
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In it together

The Wool Studio closely collaborates with different partners suppliers 
throughout Europe. As manufacturers of our products, they play a vital 
role in our business. We seek suppliers that have a significant role in 
their local economy and community. Much like we do at our studio in
The Hague, The Netherlands. We work together with suppliers that 
are highly skilled, who work with dignity for their employees and are 
just as passionate about quality production as we are. The way they 
operate is an extension of our own sustainable and social values. So 
even though every supplier has its own heritage and manufacturing 
skills, they all share our commitment to responsible production.
This means we are often in contact with our suppliers with regard to 
their corporate social responsibility. We share this knowledge with our 
staff and others. Additionally, we actively share our needs on natural 
sourcing and quality products. Our suppliers know our needs and we 
do not settle for less. To ensure quality and responsibility, we create 
samples together with our suppliers, to see if the product meets our 
standards.
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Flowers
This abundant hand-tuft design is a mix
of our Alize wool yarn and Caju 
combined with two structures of cut 
and loop. This carpet sparks up your 
whole interior. The pile height is up for 
you to decide; create a high flower bed 
for a more dramatic effect or lay low 
and at ease. We can add different colors 
and materials in order to create your 
perfect flower bed.
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Big Circle 
Willem Schrofer (1898-1968) 
experimented in many styles, but above 
all was a real Renaissance man. He was a 
prolific artist and a much-loved teacher 
at the Royal Academy of Art in The 
Hague. His earliest abstract paintings are 
from the period around the twenties. 
During his career he came into 
contact with many modern art styles 
and befriended artists such as 
Moholy-Nagy, El Lissitzky, Piet Mondriaan 
and Paul Klee. He wanted to understand 
their communist ideologies, ideologies 
that later formed the basis for 
Constructivism and the Bauhaus 
movement.
Three paintings by Willem Schrofer : 
‘Geometric shapes 1928 
(Big Circle Abstract)’; ‘Zig Zag Abstract 
1938’ and ‘Abstract Squares 1962’ have 
been selected for The Wool Studio 
project to illustrate Willem’s oeuvre of 
form, balance and composition.
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Blooming terra by Maarten Vrolijk 
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The Flow 

The flow is Sandra’s take on life. The 
original painting is made in one stroke 
with her brush. It’s a strong piece of 
Female art to capture earth tones  in 
your home. This artwork gives an 
impulse and glow to go with the flow.

The rugs are made from bright 
eucalyptus wools , which have been 
applied in layers and with different 
textures to evoke varied landscapes.

The 2020 launched Happy Huggable 
Rug Series from last year have been 
shown at DDW2020, Isola Design 
district gallery and XBank. Featured in 
Elle Decoration UK, Elle Decoration NL, 
AD Italia, AD China, Elle Japan, Dezeen, 
Reclaim mag, Interior design mag, FD- 
Persoonlijk.

Tapestry/ rug The flow-part of the series 
all eyes on the world
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The Cloud
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Custom & Bespoke carpets

Although we work with a broad range of designs and sizes, some 
spaces call for something different. Something more. For these unique 
spaces, we create custom made carpets. Together with architects, 
interior designers, artists or stylists we can design special products that
seamlessly fit the requirements of your space. Your carpet wishes can 
be fulfilled with the help of our design team. We will design a unique
piece for you and give advice on yarns, techniques and shapes. Designs 
come alive in runners, ovals, squares and wall carpeting. Colors can 
be altered, specific sizes can be ordered, yarns can be changed and 
patterns can be up or downscaled. In close collaboration with you, we 
will design a custom made artwork. We will share and discuss the 
proposed design with you and make a small sample to check the 
colors and materials. Naturally, we can implement and install the 
custom made design in every home, office or public space.



OUR YARNS
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This is our very fine eucalyptus (Tencel™) yarn. We 
added the yarn to our collection for the soft touch 
and natural shine. This stunning quality is available in 
34 well designed colors.

Caju

Caju 01

Caju 16

Caju 06

Caju 21

Caju 11

Caju 26

Caju 07

Caju 22

Caju 12

Caju 27 

Caju 03

Caju 18

Caju 09

Caju 24

Caju 14

Caju 29

Caju 32

Caju 02

Caju 17

Caju 08

Caju 23 

Caju 13

Caju 28

Caju 31

Caju 04

Caju 19

Caju 10

Caju 25

Caju 15

Caju 30

Caju 33 Caju 34

Caju 05

Caju 20
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This pure and fine New Zealand wool is soft and 
gives a natural shine.This yarn is available in 24 warm 
colors that give depth to your carpet. The pile height 
of this warm yarn in a carpet isusually  28 mm, 
however other pile heights are available per request.

Alize

Alize 3001

Alize 3006

Alize 3011

Alize 3021

Alize 3007

Alize 3012

Alize 3022

Alize 3003

Alize 3009

Alize 3014

Alize 3024

Alize 3019Alize 3016

Alize 3002

Alize 3008

Alize 3013

Alize 3023

Alize 3018

Alize 3004

Alize 3010

Alize 3015

Alize 3020Alize 3017

Alize 3005
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Soft Velvet

This eucalyptus yarn was the first Tencel™ yarn we 
created for The Wool Studio. Even after al these 
years the Soft Velvet is still going strong in our 
collection. This hand-tuft yarn in 100% Tencel™ is 
available in 70 colors and looks amazing in every size 
and shape carpet.

80194 8018180156

80132

80180

80164

80128

80193

80190

80189

80170

80170

8013480184

80136

80186

80198

80131

80199

80174

80195 80124

80125

80137

80188

80187

80121

80144

80201

80133

80178

80141

80175 80130

80196

80177 80127

80191

80183
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This pure strong New Zealand wool is a timeless 
classic yarn and our most popular yarn quality.
Spirit can be used in many ways to make both 
unicolor and pictorial carpets. Spirit carpets allow 
sculpting, embossing or carving a surface by displaying 
a textural pattern.

Spirit wool 

32028

32757

31503

31572

31643

31560

31749

32156

32766  

32381

32753

31086

33035

33521

36770

36108   

36109

36557

36502

36110

36463

32259

32131

32687

32752

32768

32760

32663

32701

32132

31733

32767

32452

32644

32617

32041

32686

33036

32684

33685

33629

33567
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39001

38423

38711

38689

38913

38594

38585

700

37231

38480

38111

38593

38110

38105

39335

37028

38095

38104

35119

35125

35584

38436

35128

35591

35747

35555

35693

35695

35525

35265

35590

35004

35605

35127

35583

35086

35610

36037

35737

35672

36599

36341

36769

36712

36660

36692

36440

36627

36554

39022

37947

38596

38106

38109

31598

31603

34132

34614

34261

34615

34704

34616

34678

39021

32710

31130

31450

31131

31129

31600

34040

32736

31756

32155

32651

32700

31541

31754

31595

31539

31500

31540

31302

31543

39024

37025

31504

31451

38677

31604

38348

31132

31128

31715

31758

34035

31343

31724
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Tuft techniques

Cut pile

Cut pile refers to the process of shearing the yarn loops, leaving 
the pile upright and the ends of
the yarn exposed, giving a soft, luxurious touch to any carpet.

Loop pile

A type of pile where the knots around the rod are left uncut 
forming loops, which achieves an
interesting texture.

Cut/loop pile

It’s a combination of shaved the loops, cut piles and loops. We 
create a more softer texture for
when a softer, more tactile finish is desired.

Hand-tufted carpets

We choose to create carpets that are made with love for 
details. No machine can do that; so we produce our carpets via 
the hand-tufting method. Hand-tufting allows for personal atten-
tion forevery stitch, without having to knot every knot. For  us, 
this is a balanced way of producing: kind to manufactures, while 
maintaining a handmade process and feel.



The Wool Studio 
Laan van Waalhaven 35 

2497 GN Den Haag 

T +31 (0)70 4062146
info@thewoolstudio.nl
www.thewoolstudio.nl

Visit by appointment

Potography: Maarten Huisman  
Design: Manon de Vlieger

Tekst: Judith Vos 
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